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Our mission is to protect the public interest, advocate for Minnesota consumers, ensure a strong, 
competitive and fair marketplace, strengthen the state’s economic future; and serve as a trusted public 
resource for consumers and businesses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
at the Department of Commerce, Our mission is to protect the public interest, advocate for Minnesota consumers, ensure a strong, competitive and fair marketplace, strengthen the state’s economic future; and serve as a trusted public resource for consumers and businesses



MN Department of Commerce: Divisions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many of your daily activities, you’ll find the Department of Commerce has a role, whether you’re filling your gas tank or turning on the lights.The Department of Commerce works to protect consumers in the marketplace.We verify that gas pumps deliver the amount of fuel you pay for, we make sure insurance is fairly priced, andWe guide decisions to keep energy affordable, reliable, and clean.



Division of Energy Resources
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• Promote clean, reliable, and affordable energy for Minnesota businesses 
and homes

• Advocate on behalf of public interest in state and federal regulatory 
proceedings

• Maintain state emergency energy planning and recovery plans
• Oversee the Conservation Improvement Program, including Conservation 

Applied Research & Development 
• Promote energy-efficient buildings and emerging energy technologies
• Administer the Home Energy Assistance and Weatherization Assistance 

Programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Division of Energy Resources serves many roles from energy rate analysis to emergency planning to low-income energy assistance.The energy sectors where we have the most activity are the power sector and building efficiency



There’s no bad weather, just bad gear. 
-Scandinavian saying
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scandinavians say there’s no bad weather, just bad gear. I guess that goes for system reliability too.We can put a person on the moon, build wind farms that work in cold climates, and even off-shore. Wind works just fine when designed correctly.IMAGE: [Hi-res] Still shot of NASA simulation, based on satellite imagery, showing how carbon flows through the atmosphere over 365 days in 2006 (still shot is 2/1/2006). In Northern Hemisphere, most carbon emissions occur in winter months along with the heating season, especially in cold climates like MN that use more BTUs for heating in the winter than for cooling in the summer. During summer months photosynthesis offsets carbon emissions. About half of the CO2 emitted in a year is removed by photosynthesis.https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/details.cgi?aid=11719 



Chance favors the prepared mind.
-Louis Pasteur
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But as Louis Pasteur once said, "Chance favors the prepared mind"Extreme weather will challenge system design limits and assumptions. All parts of the US have experienced power grid challenges from cold weather in the past decade.In Minnesota, cold weather is a given. The question becomes: what else could we be dealing with, because emergencies never happen because of one thing – it’s usually a combination of unexpected events or a one-two punch that causes problems.   Amid the shift to increasingly variable generation combined with decarbonization through electrification,What are some of the scenarios we should be planning for in the near term as well as long term?What actions can states take to address potential challenges?Are there strategies that can save money, reduce emissions, AND improve resiliency?This is what we do, we document the things we know, we imagine scenarios we don’t know so well, and we plan for them. IMAGE: [Hi-res] Still shot of NASA simulation, based on satellite imagery, showing how carbon flows through the atmosphere over 365 days in 2006 (still shot is 2/1/2006). In Northern Hemisphere, most carbon emissions occur in winter months along with the heating season, especially in cold climates like MN that use more BTUs for heating in the winter than for cooling in the summer. During summer months photosynthesis offsets carbon emissions. About half of the CO2 emitted in a year is removed by photosynthesis.https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/details.cgi?aid=11719 



Overview
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• 2020 MN Quadrennial Energy Report

• Trends and factors in rapid power sector transformation 

• projections through 2034 based on utility resource plans

• MN Solar Pathways study

• Planning for least-risk, best-value strategies to meet MN solar goals

• MN Thermal Grid Study

• cost-effective, efficient heating using any source (industrial waste heat, geothermal, 
heat sink for excess wind power, etc.)

• Supports load-flexibility and resilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Minnesota 2020 Quadrennial Energy ReportTrends and factors behind the rapid pace of transformation in Minnesota’s power sector to date, and projections through 2034 based on utility resource plans. Data and analysis on declining carbon emissions intensity in the electric sector, including utility-specific emissions intensity data. Minnesota Solar Pathways ProjectDiscussion of how resiliency factored into consideration of least-risk, best-value strategies for meeting the State of Minnesota’s solar goals. The Advanced Hosting Capacity Analysis explored options to balance renewable generation such as thermal load shifting and advanced inverter functions.The Solar Capacity Analysis explored the cost-effectiveness of scenarios with extra solar and wind capacity to ensure sufficient generation when solar or wind resources are low – such as a cloudy hot week in the summer or during a polar vortex when the wind calms down.  Mapping Thermal Grid Integration Opportunities in MinnesotaDiscuss thermal grids as a time-tested option for cost-effective and efficient heating that can also support load flexibility and resilience in a high-renewable power system. Overview of resources and statewide maps developed in this project to identify existing and potential sites for thermal grids.  



Quadrennial Energy Report 2020

• Pursuant 216C.18

• Produced every four years 

• Outlines key developments in the 
energy sector

• Redesigned for easy access to important 
energy information
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Department of Commerce is required under 216C.18 to produce a report every four years outlining the key developments in the energy sector in the past four years. In these past four years in particular, the energy landscape has gone through some significant transformation because of market and technology evolution combined with Minnesota’s forward looking energy policies. With this report we focus primarily on energy sectors where we have the most activity: power sector and building efficiency.The report includes up-to-date data and projections to help decision makers to understand our changing energy landscape so that we can continue to build on our successes and make course corrections in areas that need improvement. I’d like to acknowledge the contributions to the report from many subject matter experts across Commerce and other agencies including Admin, PUC, PCA, as well as external partners. The latest report “Quad 2020” summarizes the period 2016-2020 and can be found on the Department’s Minnesota Energy DashboardThe Quad Report has been redesigned for easy access to important energy information:Includes up to date data and projectionsIncludes consumable information in an accessible mannerReflects how policy and market forces continue to lead the current energy transition even in an ever-changing political environmentProvides information needed to develop sound policyIncludes charts and graphs to use in educating public and policy makersSix chapters:Overview of the Quad ReportMinnesota’s Energy LandscapeMN Utility RatesGHG Reduction Efforts in the Power and Buildings SectorsEnergy Efficiency and AffordabilityRenewable Energy in Minnesota



Power Sector 
Transition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preliminary data for 2020 shows that clean energy is becoming the primary source of electricity generated within Minnesota.From 2005 to 2020, generation within MN from renewable sources increased from 6% to 29%, while coal power dropped from 62% to 25%. Carbon Free Electricity increased its share from 30% to 55% in that time periodWalz/Flannagan policy goal: 100% carbon-free electricity by 2040



Coal is dropping significantly; renewables are expanding 
quickly for power generated in Minnesota

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preliminary data for 2020 shows that clean energy is becoming the primary source of electricity generated within Minnesota.From 2005 to 2020, generation within MN from renewable sources increased from 6% to 29%, while coal power, which is the most carbon intense of all the fossil fuels, dropped from 62% to 25%. Carbon Free Electricity increased its share from 30% to 55% in that time period



Coal is dropping significantly; renewables are expanding 
quickly for power generation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the trends over time for electricity generation by fuel source.Minnesota’s suite of energy policies, combined with the low cost of natural gas and ongoing reductions in renewable energy technology costs, have led to a rapidly changing mix of resources used to generate electricity within state borders



While wind dominates renewable electricity generation 
in Minnesota; solar is rising rapidly
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2020, Wind commands the lions share at generated 22% of MN’s electricitySolar is at 3%, small but growing fast.



mn.gov/commerce

Minnesota 
GHG Emissions 

by Sector

Figure 4. Minnesota’s GHG emissions from economic sectors, 2005-2018. 
The dark line in the column for the electricity generation sector 
represents the division between emissions from electricity generated in 
Minnesota (below the line) and emissions from net imports of electricity 
(above the line).
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Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
Minnesota Department of Commerce 

2021 GHG Legislative Report, January 2021 
Emission 
change 

2005 
to 2018

Electricity 
Generation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result, from 2005 to 2018, GHG from Electricity Generation has fallen by 29% - the most improvement of any sector.Electric utilities have met the challenge and have decarbonized at a pace that is needed.The Highest Emitting Sectors saw the largest progressElectricity went down 29% (traditionally the largest sector, it is now roughly the same as transport)Transport went down 7% Agriculture, Forestry, and Land Use went down 2% These other three sectors increased by 15% or more and are headed in the wrong directionIndustrial Sector increased 18%, Residential increased 32%, and Commercial increased 15% primarily from increased use of natural gas for building heat and appliances.



Generation Mix Over Time
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• State policies and market forces 
have resulted in a rapid 
decarbonization of Minnesota’s 
power sector. 

• Minnesota is on path to a 
carbon intensity below the 
national average in 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While most of the US has turned primarily to natural gas generation to replace coal, Minnesota has taken advantage of low-cost wind resources in the transition away from coal.As a result, Minnesota is on path to a carbon intensity below the national average in 2020Clean energy progress in MN must continue to be driven by strong energy policies and pragmatic analysis in a rapidly-changing energy system.



Electric utilities are 
planning to transition 
to a 70% carbon free 
energy mix by 2034

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Future emissions reduction in the power sector will depend on the resources chosen to serve load as aging power plants continue to retire. As we look to the next fifteen years, Minnesota’s utilities are planning to transition a 70% carbon free energy mix by 2034.Reference: pages 10 and 69-73Walz/Flannagan Policy Goal: Clean energy first



Minnesota’s
Electric 
Utilities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Electric generation and transmission utilities in Minnesota are required to identify renewable resource options in their long-term plans to serve customer needs.



Upper Midwest Electricity in Transition
Current Plans: 2020 – 2034*
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* Per Xcel, GRE, Mn Power, and OTP Resource Plans and announced retirements, including energy generated outside Minnesota

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An aggregated forecast of electric energy generation based on Xcel, Minnesota Power, Otter Tail Power, and Great River Energy resource plans and announced retirements projects a transition from a 45% carbon-free energy mix in 2020to a 70% carbon free energy mix by 2034, with 56% renewable resources (39% wind, 7% hydro, and 10% solar)This includes energy generated both inside and outside of Minnesota. We import about 10% of our electricity, so it’s important to also consider the resources outside of the state used to serve Minnesota electricity use.The fraction of electric generation in 2034 from carbon-free resources will depend how much the coal and gas power plants are actually run.



Energy Sector – Current Commitments 

• Xcel Energy:  80% carbon reduction by 2030 &
100% carbon-free electricity by 2050

• Great River Energy:  95% carbon free by 2023

• Minnesota Power: 50% renewable energy &  
50% carbon reduction by 2021

• SMMPA:  80% carbon free in 2030

• OTP:  30% renewable energy & 
40% carbon reduction by 2022



Presenter
Presentation Notes
86% of Minnesota’s electric energy is provided by these five utilities, who have made commitments to reduce carbon emissionsXcel – proposes to retire all coal by 2030 (10 years early), Add 1,850 MW of wind by 2022Add 3,000 MW of solar by 2030 Extend 671 MW Monticello nuclear plant license to 2040Include at least 706.4 GWh of annual efficiency savingsGreat River EnergyRetire the 1,151 MW Coal Creek Station in the second half of 2022Add 1,100 MW of wind energy purchases by the end of 2023Modify the 99-MW, coal and natural gas-based Spiritwood Station power plant to be fueled by natural gasMinnesota Power 50% Renewable Energy by 2021Reduce CO2 emissions 50% compared to 2005 levels by 2021SMMPA:  80% carbon free in 2030OTP:  30% carbon reduction by 2022http://www.otpsustainability.com/  “We project that by 2022 our customers will receive 30% of their energy from renewable resources and our carbon emissions will be at least 40% below 2005 levels—all while keeping residential rates among the lowest in the nation. We'll share our progress in our next report, which will be in 2022 (based on 2021 year-end data).” Timothy J. Rogelstad, OTP President



The Minnesota Solar 
Pathways team: 

• Examined paths to reach 
MN’s solar electricity 
goal of 10% by 2030 
(~6GW) and higher levels 
of solar and wind by 
2050, and

• Worked with 
stakeholders to identify 
least-risk, 
best-value strategies 
for Minnesota.

Interconnection Work | YR 1

Solar Potential Analysis | YR 1-2

Solar Deployment Strategy | YR 2-3

Strategic Partnerships| YR 2-3

Estimate generation costs to achieve
10% solar by 2025 and 

70% solar and wind by 2050

Identify strategies to streamline interconnection at 
every level of solar penetration

Calculate the economic incentives and market 
impacts of different solar portfolios

Facilitate partnerships to implement 
key planning strategies

2017

2020

2018

2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2020 the State Energy Office and partners completed a four-year project working with stakeholders on strategies to meet Minnesota’s 10% solar goal. The Minnesota Solar Pathways project was supported by a $2 million grant from US Department of Energy, and $800,000 in matching funds from project partners. The Minnesota Solar Pathways team: Examined paths to reach MN’s solar electricity goal of 10% by 2030 (~6GW) and higher levels of solar and wind by 2050, andWorked with stakeholders to identify least-risk, best-value strategies for Minnesota.As part of this aim, the Pathways Team modeled renewable generation costs, examined ways to streamline interconnection, and evaluated technologies that can increase solar hosting capacity on the distribution grid. 2017 | Interconnection survey | Evaluate utility processes and identify strategies at each level of solar penetration to streamline interconnection.2018 | Solar Potential Analysis | Estimate and compare generation costs of different approaches to achieve 10% solar by 2025 and 70% solar+wind by 2050.2019 | Solar Deployment Strategy | Calculate the economic incentives and market impacts of different solar portfolios and rate structures.2020 | Strategic Partnerships | Facilitate partnerships to support implementation of key planning strategies identified by stakeholders.



U.S. Electric Power Regions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minnesota’s electric system reliability is managed by the MidContinent Independent Service Operator, which is part of the eastern interconnection, shown in green.The eastern interconnection is one continuous grid that is part of our electric circulatory system with a 60 Hz heartbeat all the way from Nebraska to Maine, and from Florida to Manitoba.



Solar Potential Analysis of MISO region

→Modeling indicates that 100% wind and 
solar can be achievable at a levelized 
cost of energy comparable to natural gas 
generation, and 95% wind and solar can 
be possible at lower costs 

→Overbuilding solar and wind provides 
interesting opportunities to use excess 
generation, such as power to gas for 
transportation, and for use in the 
existing natural gas pipeline.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Pathways Team developed modelling to estimate and compare generation costs for high renewables penetration scenarios across the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) region. The analysis concludes that:100% wind and solar can be achievable at a levelized cost of energy comparable to natural gas generation, and 95% wind and solar can be possible at lower costs It can be cheaper to overbuild solar + wind and curtail surplus than to store all generation. 



Projects awaiting grid interconnection are 
primarily solar, wind, and storage

5/26/2021 Source: MISO Generator Interconnection Queue Web Overivew, 4/1/2021 22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the timeframe of this project from 2017-2020, the economics for solar, wind, and storage have continued to drop such that in 2020 a dramatic expansion of wind and solar PV is anticipated in Minnesota and neighboring states as illustrated by the MISO Generator Interconnection QueueIn these charts, solar is yellow, wind is green, and storage is red.



Resources



mnsolarpathways.org

http://mnsolarpathways.org/


Mapping Thermal Grid Integration Opportunities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Minnesota, almost half of the total energy consumed is used to heat and cool our neighborhoods, industries, campuses, and other facilities. Unfortunately, much of theenergy produced for this purpose is lost.Minnesota is already a leader in district thermal energy with significant opportunity to expand existing networks and co-locate users of thermal energy with producers.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram of Minnesota’s energy use in 2018 shows how energy flows from primary fuel sources and how it is used, including where energy is lost due to system inefficiencies. As a cold state, a lot of our energy use comes from natural gas. But the largest source of fuel in the state is petroleum.Minnesota has no indigenous fossil fuel reserves to supply its energy needs. Over 73% of all energy consumed in Minnesota comes from fossil fuels used for heating, industrial processes, transportation, and electricity generation. Notably, more than half of the energy consumed in the state is wasted, rendering only 42.3% (661 trillion Btu) of the energy useful.There is a lot of room for energy efficiency, though you’ll see in the report and presentation, we are ranked #9 for Energy Efficiency nationwideNotes: The units shown are in Trillion BTUsTracking resources and their use represents vast quantities of data. Assumptions are used in some cases where data are not available. The notes under the chart say it does not include self-generation of electricity. Error? The sum of primary energy (with electric imports) is 1,770.4, which is 76.6 Tbtu less than 1,847. The difference is at the Industrial sector, where primary (427 TBtu) is 73 Tbtu less than the sum of rejected energy (250 Tbtu) and energy services (250 Tbtu).Could the difference be from some inclusion of self-generation at industrial sites?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year LLNL released Carbon Emissions flow charts as another way to more directly visualize the GHG impacts of our energy use.This does not include the carbon impacts of imported electricity which is more GHG intensive than electricity produced within the state.



Emissions and energy 
use from buildings are 
increasing, but 
pathways exist to 
reduce building 
emissions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a cold-climate state, energy efficiency is critical. Buildings consume over 40% of the energy used in Minnesota. Utilities are meeting their energy savings goals, but overall emissions and energy use from buildings are increasing. Reference: pages 7 and 74Walz/Flannagan policy goals Energy conservation and optimization (ECO) Reduce carbon emissions 50% by 2035 from existing buildings 



Thermal Grids for Resiliency

• Cost-effective, efficient heating using any source

• industrial waste heat, 

• geothermal, 

• heat sink for excess wind power 

• Supports load-flexibility and resilience

• Infrastructure similar to Natural Gas distribution



Conservation programs work
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CIP is a utility-administered program with regulatory oversight provided by the Minnesota Department of Commerce. Utility CIP portfolios promote energy-efficient technologies and practices by providing rebates, marketing, and technical assistance to utility customers. CIP helps Minnesota households and businesses use electricity and natural gas more efficiently – conserving energy, reducing carbon dioxide emissions, and lessening the need for new utility infrastructure. An independent 2020 study by Cadmus estimated the net economic impacts of CIP investments made from 2013-2018. The study found that each dollar spent on CIP generates $3.75 in benefits to society. As summarized in this graphic, each year of CIP investment generates numerous immediate and persistent positive economic impacts to customer energy bill savings, job growth, and environmental benefits. 



Governor’s Clean Energy Package: Energy Conservation 
and Optimization (ECO)

• ECO expands CIP to include load management and efficient fuel-switching, while 
protecting traditional energy efficiency, increasing CIP’s ability to offer additional efficient 
choices for customers and support local job opportunities. 

• Projects supported by ECO are inherently local jobs in electrical, heating/cooling, 
ventilation, and insulation installation 

• ECO will provide residents and businesses more opportunities to save money on their 
energy bills and creating economic opportunities when needed most 

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The legislature passed the ECO Act on May 17th, 2021.As we transition to a more renewable power system using variable energy generation resources, we can keep system costs low and maintain system reliability using smart meters and demand response programs.The ECO Act allows us to include more system flexibility options in utility conservation programs.



Communities are actively implementing climate and 
energy goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community leadership has surged over the past four years and the Department’s 2020 Quadrennial Energy report reflects the results of their tremendous efforts.We’re also engaging communities and municipalities to take steps of their ownMunicipalities, communities, and tribal nations, are actively developing and implementing climate and energy goals statewidethrough programs like those offered through the Department, as well as Clean Energy Resource teams, GreenStep Cities, and Climate Smart 



Only a crisis - actual or perceived -
produces real change. When that 
crisis occurs, the actions that are 
taken depend on the ideas that 
are lying around. That, I believe, is 
our basic function: to develop 
alternatives to existing policies, to 
keep them alive and available 
until the politically impossible 
becomes the politically inevitable.

- Milton Friedman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We plan and we know things. Mostly we know it gets cold here. Winter is coming (it always is).



Questions?
Lise Trudeau, Emerging Technology Planning Director

Division of Energy Resources 34
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This guide is available online at:
http:// mn.gov/commerce/energy/
images/FINAL-Standardized-Load-Table-
Report.pdf

Or just Google Minnesota Microgrid 
Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Department of Commerce commissioned the Microgrid Institute to develop a report on pathways to facilitate development of microgrids for critical facilities and energy resiliency.

http://mn.gov/commerce/energy/


Electric System in Transition
2016-2020 Monthly Electricity Generation in Minnesota
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source: U.S. EIA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows monthly generation data over the past four years – so you see the seasonal fluctuations



Electric System in Transition
2016-2020 Monthly Electricity Generation in Minnesota
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source: U.S. EIA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this chart smooths out the seasonal variation with a 12-month moving average In just the last four years you can see the effects of seasonal coal plant operation starting in 2019, and the shift to renewables as the primary source of electricity generated within the state.



Most of the 
emissions 

reductions in the 
electric power 

sector have come 
from utilities 

retiring coal-fired 
electricity 

generating 
facilities. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the remaining Electric Utility Owned Coal-Fired Generation in Minnesota.The report lists additional coal power plants located outside of the state that serve Minnesota customers.Recent and upcoming resource plan decisions are expected to further reduce GHG emissions.



Wind capacity has grown rapidly
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wind nameplate capacity has grown rapidly over the past 20 years and is projected to continue at a healthy pace. With the completion of the 200MW Blazing Star 2 Wind Farm, as of  January 2021, Minnesota now has 4,500 MW of wind capacity, and over 400MW in development means that the state could have over 5 Gigawatts of wind power within the next year.



Minnesota’s solar generating capacity has grown 
rapidly since 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minnesota’s solar generating capacity has grown rapidly since 2015 Minnesota’s goal of 10% solar electricity by 2030, would amount to about 6 Gigawatts of solar PV. As of the end of 2020 we are at 1.2 GW, about 1/6th of the way there.Solar electricity accounted for nearly 3% of electricity generated within Minnesota in 2020,mainly from Xcel’s Energy’s community solar garden programs and utility-scale facilities.



Levelized Cost of Energy Comparison 

Lazard’s Survey of Electricity Prices by Source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The economics of solar and wind are very competitive.This slide shows national ranges. Wind in Minnesota is at the very lowest end of the range shown here.The right policy paired with ideal market conditions can create swift, positive changes in our energy sector,Today, solar is competitive with new natural gas plants and wind is the lowest cost resource in the upper Midwest. Though at the rooftop and community level, it is more expensive.



City Climate Goals Renewable Goals

Grand Marais Climate Action Plan (2019):
Carbon Neutral by 2040

Achieve energy resilience
100% renewable for city operations

Northfield Climate Action Plan (2019): 
Carbon free by 2040

10% in-boundary renewable electricity (20 MW)
Carbon-free electricity by 2030

Rochester Energy Action Plan (2017):
Supports state goal to reduce GHG emissions 80% by 2050

Mayoral proclamation:
100% renewable electricity by 2031

St. Louis Park Climate Action Plan (2018):
Carbon neutral, community-wide by 2040

100% renewable electricity by 2030
10% in-boundary (37 MW)
City ops currently at 100% renewable 

St. Paul
Climate Action and Resilience Plan (2019 draft): 
Reduce emissions 50% by 2030, carbon neutral by 2050, 
community-wide

10% in-boundary renewable electricity (200 MW)

Minneapolis
Climate Action Plan (2013): 
80% reduction in emissions from 2005 by 2050, 
community-wide

100% renewable electricity by 2030 community-wide
100% renewable electricity for city ops by 2022

Source: Great Plains Institute

Climate and Energy Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is only a brief list of cities and towns that have established climate and energy goals.Community leadership has surged over the past four years and the Department’s 2020 Quadrennial Energy report reflects the results of their tremendous efforts.
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